Gas diffusion in zeolite beds: PFG NMR evidence for different tortuosity factors in the Knudsen and bulk regimes.
Self-diffusion of ethane in beds of zeolite NaX is studied using Pulsed Field Gradient (PFG) NMR. The ethane diffusivities were measured for displacements, which are orders of magnitude larger than the size of individual crystals. These diffusivities were compared with those, calculated using simple gas kinetic theory. The results of the comparison indicate that for the same bed of NaX crystals the apparent tortuosity factor in the Knudsen regime ( i.e. when molecule-solid collisions dominate) is significantly larger than that in the bulk regime ( i.e. when molecule-molecule collisions dominate). This finding is attributed to the more pronounced geometrical trapping by the pore structure of the zeolite bed in the Knudsen than in the bulk regime.